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Anti-Theft Bag for Travel 
CONMIGO® ULTI™ Messenger Bag Ideal for Older Adults 

 
 
Laguna Niguel, CA, December 22, 2022 - CONMIGO® LLC, the leading international travel, lifestyle, and 
performance brand, launches the breakthrough ULTI™ Messenger Bag with a TSA-compliant detachable 
portfolio for electronics, seat cushion, and enhanced safety features.  
 
Safety is always a concern when traveling.  Using a secure travel bag always should be a priority. Many of 
us put travel plans on hold at the beginning of the coronavirus pandemic, and the thought of travel can still 
cause worry.  Whether that's related to the fear of catching COVID-19 or the unease stemming from a lack 
of practice, the worry is still there. But being prepared can help ensure you enjoy a much-needed trip. 
 
As highly desirable tourist destinations become more crowded each season, travelers are increasingly 
aware of protecting themselves against pickpockets and scammers. Unfortunately, handbags and 
backpacks are prime targets for such crimes. Which makes using a good anti-theft bag so important when 
you travel. 
 
The rate of nonfatal assaults against adults 60 and older soared by about 53 percent annually after 2019. 
Researchers said the findings represent an "emerging and underreported" problem amid an aging America: 
A projected 78 million people will be 65 or older by 2035, representing about a fifth of the U.S. population, 
according to the U.S. Census Bureau. 
 
Burglary, robbery, and fraud are the crimes most frequently committed against the elderly. A resurgence in 
tourism, however, has led to increased opportunities for, and incidences of bag snatching, pickpocketing, 
phone grabbing, and general ripping off of tourists. 
 
Traveling is vital for our mental health. Whether you’re traveling thousands of miles a year, or taking the 
occasional short trip, you can avoid extra risks, common travel hazards, and pitfalls when using the 
CONMIGO® ULTI™ Messenger Bag. 
 
“Feeling safe while on the road is very important to me.” said Bernadine Cruz, Founder of CONMIGO® “I 
could never find a carry-on that met my needs, so I designed this bag to have the best features for both 
security and organization.”  
 
Features and Benefits of the ULTI™ Messenger Bag: 
- Built in cushion provides comfort when sitting on hard surfaces and keeps it connected to you and increases 

leg room.  Burglars are unable to be snatch it 
- Straps keep the bag off the floor to avoid germs  
- Slash and water-resistant fabric construction 
- Blue liner aids in finding small or black objects inside the bag 
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- Multiple locking compartments 
- Adjustable and padded shoulder strap to lessen back/neck pain 
- Optimized organizational sections result in balanced weight distribution 
- 16 compartments: 5 exterior and 11 interior 
- Dedicated cell phone compartment 
- Water bottle/umbrella pocket 
- Gusseted expansive central zippered compartment 
- Writing implement and file folder sleeves 
 
About CONMIGO® 
Since 2019 CONMIGO® LLC has been creating world-class business, travel, and performance travel 
essentials. Blending functionality with the spirit of innovation and designed for those who are practical 
minded. The CONMIGO LLC company strives to improve the world while improving travel. They are proud 
to make a donation from each sale of the CONMIGO® ULTI messenger bag to the American Veterinary 
Medical Foundation (AVMF).  
 
For more information about Conmigo, visit www.Conmigobags.com.  
 
Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Raev7qCq32I 
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